
Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sun

5am-7am

Open for gentle swim  
and exercise

Open for gentle swim  
and exercise

Open for gentle swim  
and exercise

Open for gentle swim  
and exercise Open for gentle swim  

and exercise

Pool Hall closed

Pool Hall closed7am-7.30am

Learn to Swim  
One lane available  
for gentle exercise

7.30am-8.00am
Aqua Fitness  

and gentle exercise
8am-8.30am

Learn to Swim,  
gentle exercise,  

no children swim

Learn to Swim,  
gentle exercise,  

no children swim
Learn to Swim,  
gentle exercise,  

no children swim

Learn to Swim,  
gentle exercise,  

no children swim

Open for gentle swim  
and exercise

8am-9am

Learn to Swim,  
gentle exercise,  

no children swim

8.30am-9am

Learn to Swim,  
gentle exercise,  

no children swim

9am-10am

10am-11am
Pool is Closed for  

Learn to Swim
11am-12pm

12pm-12.30pm

Open for gentle swim  
and exercise

Open for gentle swim  
and exercise Open for gentle swim  

and exercise

12.30pm-1.30pm Pool Closed  
for Aqua Fitness

Pool Closed  
for Aqua Fitness

Pool Closed  
for Aqua Fitness

Open for gentle swim  
and exercise

1.30pm-2.30pm
Open for gentle swim  

and exercise
Open for gentle swim  

and exercise
Open for gentle swim  

and exercise
3pm-4pm

4pm-5pm* Learn to Swim, 
gentle exercise 

no children swim

Learn to Swim, 
gentle exercise 

no children swim

Learn to Swim, 
gentle exercise 

no children swim

Learn to Swim, 
gentle exercise 

no children swim

Learn to Swim,  
gentle exercise,  

no children swim5pm-6pm

Pool Hall closed Pool Hall closed
6pm-7pm

Open for gentle swim  
and exercise

Open for gentle swim  
and exercise

Open for gentle swim  
and exercise

Open for gentle swim  
and exercise

Open for gentle swim  
and exercise

7pm-8pm

8pm-8:30pm** Pool Hall closed

Program Pool Availability and Set Up

Please call the PLC on 4325 8123 to confirm the pools availability. The Program Pool is not to be used as a play pool. When open children: (a) Aged 4 and under must have one parent per child in the pool with them at arms 
length at all times. (b) Aged 5-9 must have a parent in with them within arm’s reach at all times. (c) Aged 10+ are only permitted in the program pool for rehabilitation purposes or if they are participating in a program.
There is to be no jumping in and out of the pool unless in a centre run or approved program. The pool users must obey lifeguard and centre staff directions at all times. In winter, the PLC closes at 3pm on Saturdays and Sundays, 
at 8pm from Monday to Thursday and 7pm on Fridays.
Major events and bookings that have a significant impact on this timetable will be posted on the upcoming events board in the pool hall, and on the Central Coast Council website.
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